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SOMAX TECHNOLOGY  

 

 

 
SMT150  
COMPACT TRIPOD WAIST HEIGHT OUTDOOR  
STAINLESS STEEL DROP ARM TURNSTILE 

Turnstile Gates 

   

 

OUTDOOR COMPACT TRIPOD WAIST HEIGHT   
STAINLESS STEEL DROP ARM TURNSTILE 

 Stainless steel 304 grade body  

 Easy to use 
 Bi-directional control 
 Strong ergonomic Design 
 Continuous service and spare parts support 
 Compatible with all access control systems 
 SMT200: SEMI-AUTOMATIC Mechanism   

 

Emergency 
 Evacuation Button 
 Fire Panel's Alarm  
 Mechanical Drop Arm 

 Emergency Button 
 24 VDC Mechanism 
 Re-Position with Shock Absorber  

Specification  

CONTROL /OPERATION VOLTAGE 24VDC +-%20 

POWER CONSUMPTION 30W 

PASSING BLOCK With controlled turning tripod arms positioned with 120 degrees 

TRIPOD LOCKING With 24 V DC solenoids; unlocks when the solenoids are pulled. (In Emergency, the main 
arm is dropped and turnstiles provide free passing in both directions.) 

PASSING DIRECTION CONTROL Free bi-directional entry-exit control 

TRIPOD POSITION DIRECTION Direction of the tripod position with two micro-switches. 

MOTION CONTROL When the cycle starts to one direction, the reverse is blocked and after a half turn the rest 
of the cycle is completed, automatically by SOMAX unique returning mechanism. 

OPERATION TEMPERATURE - 20° C - + 70° C 

INDICATORS One light indicator for  both directions 

DIMENSIONS L=420, W=280, H=1010 

  
 

 
 

 
 

 

                 
OVERVIEW 

 Tripod turnstiles SMT150 are compact and cost-
effective entrance solutions with 25 person 
passing in each minute. 

 The body is made of brushed stainless steel which 
is robust, rigid, anti-rust and durable. 

 Tripod turnstiles SMT150 is ideal for both indoor 
and outdoor settings with IP rated up to 54. 

 It can be integrated with any kind of access 
controller system (e.g.: RFID device, Push button, 
Fingerprint and Biometric device). 

 In case of emergency, the turnstile horizontal arm 
will drop down to allow free passage when 
power off. 

 Tripod turnstiles SMT150 is suitable for areas with 
high traffic. 
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SOMAX TECHNOLOGY  

 

 

 
SMT175  
COMPACT TRIPOD WAIST HEIGHT OUTDOOR  
STAINLESS STEEL DROP ARM TURNSTILE 

Turnstile Gates 

   

 

OUTDOOR COMPACT TRIPOD WAIST HEIGHT   
STAINLESS STEEL DROP ARM TURNSTILE 

 Stainless steel 304 grade body  

 Easy to use 
 Bi-directional control 
 Strong ergonomic Design 
 Continuous service and spare parts support 
 Compatible with all access control systems 
 SMT175  SEMI-AUTOMATIC Mechanism   

 

Emergency 
 Evacuation Button 
 Fire Panel's Alarm  
 Mechanical Drop Arm 

 Emergency Button 
 24 VDC Mechanism 
 Re-Position with Shock Absorber  

Specification  

CONTROL /OPERATION VOLTAGE 24VDC +-%20 

POWER CONSUMPTION 30W 

PASSING BLOCK With controlled turning tripod arms positioned with 120 degrees 

TRIPOD LOCKING With 24 V DC solenoids; unlocks when the solenoids are pulled. (In Emergency, the main 
arm is dropped and turnstiles provide free passing in both directions.) 

PASSING DIRECTION CONTROL Free bi-directional entry-exit control 

TRIPOD POSITION DIRECTION Direction of the tripod position with two micro-switches. 

MOTION CONTROL When the cycle starts to one direction, the reverse is blocked and after a half turn the rest 
of the cycle is completed, automatically by SOMAX unique returning mechanism. 

OPERATION TEMPERATURE - 20° C - + 70° C 

INDICATORS One light indicator for  both directions 

DIMENSIONS L=520, W=270, H=950 

  
 

                  

OVERVIEW 
 Tripod turnstiles SMT175 are compact and cost-

effective entrance solutions with 35 person 
passing in each minute. 

 The body is made of brushed stainless steel which 
is robust, rigid, anti-rust and durable. 

 Tripod turnstiles SMT175 is ideal for both indoor 
and outdoor settings with IP rated up to 54. 

 It can be integrated with any kind of access 
controller system (e.g.: RFID device, Push button, 
Fingerprint and Biometric device). 

 In case of emergency, the turnstile horizontal arm 
will drop down to allow free passage when 
power off. 

 Tripod turnstiles SMT175 is suitable for areas with 
high traffic. 
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SOMAX TECHNOLOGY  

 

          

 
SMT200  
TRIPOD WAIST HEIGHT OUTDOOR  
STAINLESS STEEL DROP ARM TURNSTILE 

Turnstile Gates 

   

 

OUTDOOR TRIPOD WAIST HEIGHT   
STAINLESS STEEL DROP ARM TURNSTILE 

 Stainless steel 304 grade body  

 Easy to use 
 Bi-directional control 
 Strong ergonomic Design 
 Continuous service and spare parts support 
 Compatible with all access control systems 
 SMT200: SEMI-AUTOMATIC Mechanism   

 

Emergency 
 Evacuation Button 
 Fire Panel's Alarm  
 Mechanical Drop Arm 

 Emergency Button 
 24 VDC Mechanism 
 Re-Position with Shock Absorber  

Specification  

CONTROL /OPERATION VOLTAGE 24VDC +-%20 

POWER CONSUMPTION 30W 

PASSING BLOCK With controlled turning tripod arms positioned with 120 degrees 

TRIPOD LOCKING With 24 V DC solenoids; unlocks when the solenoids are pulled. (In Emergency, the main 
arm is dropped and turnstiles provide free passing in both directions.) 

PASSING DIRECTION CONTROL Free bi-directional entry-exit control 

TRIPOD POSITION DIRECTION Direction of the tripod position with two micro-switches. 

MOTION CONTROL When the cycle starts to one direction, the reverse is blocked and after a half turn the rest 
of the cycle is completed, automatically by SOMAX unique returning mechanism. 

OPERATION TEMPERATURE - 20° C - + 70° C 

INDICATORS One light indicator for  both directions 

DIMENSIONS 280x960x1120 mm. 

WEIGHT 55 kg 
 

 
 

 
 

 

                 
OVERVIEW 

 Tripod turnstiles SMT200 are compact and cost-effective entrance 
solutions with 25 person passing in each minute. 

 The body is made of brushed stainless steel which is robust, rigid, 
anti-rust and durable. 

 Tripod turnstiles SMT200 is ideal for both indoor and outdoor 
settings with IP rated up to 54. 

 It can be integrated with any kind of access controller system (e.g.: 
RFID device, Push button, Fingerprint and Biometric device). 

 In case of emergency, the turnstile horizontal arm will drop down to 
allow free passage when power off. 

 Tripod turnstiles SMT200 is suitable for areas with high traffic. 
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SOMAX TECHNOLOGY  

 

 

 
SMT100 - L/R/M 
FLAP MOTORIZED TUNSTILE  
STAINLESS STEEL LEFT/RIGHT/MIDDLE 

Turnstile Gates 

 

 

STAINLESSSTEEL MOTORIZED FLAP TURNSTILE 

 Stainless steel 304 grade body  
 Use IC cards, ID cards, Bar code or magnetic cards as automatic 

identification system and achieve access, attendance fees or function Plus 
Face or Fingerprint. 

 A direction indicator, showed that pedestrian access to the current status 
of, and guide pedestrians correct and smooth passage 

 Display has been in use for statistics and numbers 
 With voice and strobe light alerts 
 A combination of infrared sensors and police ant illegal entry into 

pedestrian access, the protection of pedestrians smooth and the 
prevention of the channel following  

 Double anti-clipping function, photocell anti clipping and mechanical 
anti-clipping 

 
 
Specification 
Made of 1.2mm thickness 304 stainless steel ,this  RFID speed gate provides 5,000,000 MCBF and 35-40 person/minute through out. 
Italy  first class brushed motor plus unique  design mechanism give customer a quiet working condition and aethetic passing 
expeiences. Above features allow it widely applied in areas like Hotel,Office,conference centre,university,etc 
 

 

SMT100L   :  Left Flap Turnstile 
SMT100R   :  Right Flap Turnstile 
SMT100M   : Middle Flap Turnstile 
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SOMAX TECHNOLOGY  

 

             

 
SMT350 - L/R/M 
SWING  MOTORIZED TUNSTILE  
STAINLESS STEEL LEFT/RIGHT/MIDDLE 

Turnstile Gates 

 

 

STAINLESSSTEEL MOTORIZED SWING TURNSTILE 

 Stainless steel 304 grade body  

 Use IC cards, ID cards, Bar code or magnetic cards as automatic 
identification system and achieve access, attendance fees or 
function 

 A direction indicator, showed that pedestrian access to the 
current status of, and guide pedestrians correct and smooth 
passage 

 Display has been in use for statistics and numbers 
 With voice and strobe light alerts 
 A combination of infrared sensors and police ant illegal entry into 

pedestrian access, the protection of pedestrians smooth and the 

prevention of the channel following  
 Double anti-clipping function, photocell anti-clipping and 

mechanical anti-clipping 

 
 
Made of 1.2mm thickness 304 stainless steel ,this  RFID speed gate provides 5,000,000 MCBF and 35-40 person/minute throughout. 
Italy  first class brushed motor plus unique  design mechanism give customer a quiet working condition and aesthetic passing 
experiences. Above features allow it widely applied in areas like Hotel, Office, conference centre, university, etc 

 

 

 

 

Specification 
 

Size   1400*185*1020mm 
Weight   65.00Kg 
Material    1.2mm thickness 304  stainless 
steel or 316 SUS 400# hairline 
Pass Width  600-900mm 
Top Cover Material  1.5 thickness SUS+ Acrylic 
Arm Material  10mm Acrylic 
Filling Panel  6mm Acrylic 
Driver   Mechanism + Brushed Motor 
Photocells  4 pairs 
Input voltage  100-240V 
Working Voltage 24V 
Power supply  24V   120W 
 

SMT350L   :  Left Swing Turnstile 
SMT350R   :  Right Swing Turnstile 
SMT350M   : Middle Swing Turnstile 
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SOMAX TECHNOLOGY  

 

 

 SMF403/404/D "M" 
FULL HEIGHT OUTDOOR TURNSTILE 

Turnstile Gates 

   
 FULL HEIGHT OUTDOOR 

STAINLESS STEEL TURNSTILE 

 Stainless steel 304 grade body  

 Easy to use 
 Bi-directional control 
 Strong ergonomic Design 
 Continuous service and spare parts support 
 Compatible with all access control systems 
 Manual key for free passage for each direction 
 24 VDC Mechanism 
 Painted steel body optional 
 SMF403 is 3 arms 120 degrees 
 SMF404 is 4 arms 90 degrees 
 D model is Double gate 

 
 

Specification  

CONTROL /OPERATION VOLTAGE 24VDC +-%20 

POWER CONSUMPTION 30W 

PASSING BLOCK With controlled turning tripod arms positioned with 120/90 degrees 

TRIPOD LOCKING With 24 V DC solenoids; unlocks when the solenoids are pulled. (In Emergency, use the  
manual key and turnstiles provide free passing in both directions.) 

PASSING DIRECTION CONTROL Free bi-directional entry-exit control 

TRIPOD POSITION DIRECTION Direction of the tripod position with two micro-switches. 

MOTION CONTROL When the cycle starts to one direction, the reverse is blocked and after a half turn the rest 
of the cycle is completed, automatically by SOMAX unique returning mechanism. 

OPERATION TEMPERATURE - 20° C - + 70° C 

INDICATORS One light indicator for  both directions 

DIMENSIONS 2200x1500x200 mm  | D=double 2200x2300x200 mm   

WEIGHT 145 kg / D=double 300 kg 

MODELS SMF403 "Single Full Height Turnstile" 
SMF403D "Double Full Height Turnstile" 
"M" Motorized Mechanism. 

 

Material Powder Coated Body with 304 stainless steel rotary . "Full body 304 SS OPTIONAL" 
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SOMAX TECHNOLOGY  

 

 

 SMT500  
VIP & HANDI-CAP TURNSTILE 

Turnstile Gates 

   

 

VIP & HANDI-CAP TURNSTILE 
STAINLESS STEEL TURNSTILE 

Physically, a lane of Glass (Acrylic) Turnstile consists of two cabinets: 
a primary and a secondary. From this base pair, additional single arm 
lanes can be added. This is accomplished by changing the rear of the 
cabinet to accept transmitter sensors for the next primary cabinet to 
create a lane. 

The Glass (Acrylic) Turnstile barrier optical swing gate lane is 
designed to control traffic with an intuitive motorized barrier design. 
This is accomplished with thru-beam type sensors to detect where a 
person is 

inside of the lane. Crossing and uncrossing certain beams at certain 
times will evaluate a passage to be either authorized or 
unauthorized. 

   

Specification  

Enclosure material: Stainless steel 304, 240 grit (satin no. 4), horizontal grain 

Dimensions L x W x H: 1148 x 168 x 965mm / 45.2 x 6.6 x 38 Inches 

Weight (Inter lane Pedestal): 59kg / 130lbs 

Weight (RX/TX Pedestal): 56kg / 123.5lbs 

STD Glass assembly : 7kg / 15.4lbs 

DDA Glass assembly : 8.5kg / 18.7lbs 

Standard lane width: 660mm / 26” 

DDA/ADA lane width: 914mm / 36” 

Barrier height: 846.5mm / 33.3” 

Barrier material: 10mm Toughened Safety Glass EN14179 / ANSI 97.1 

Barrier breakaway force: ≥ 50N (measured at 285mm from the shaft axis) 

Barrier speed of operation: < 1 second 

Infrared optical matrix – pulsed beam paths: 32 

Infrared wavelength nm: 940 

Tailgate detection distance: 5mm / 1/4” 

 

  
 
              

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

Safety: In case of power cut, SMT500 VIP Gate is unlocked to allow free passage in both directions. As an alternative, battery can be used to keep standard working mode of SMT500 VIP Gate for a certain while in case of power cut 
 
 
 
 


